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Mt Tuam

Mt. Tuam
(WARNING  This website is under construction. Data and descriptions are still being checked, so do not count on total
accuracy. )
(Alt. 606m)

Mt. Tuam is located in the southeast corner of Salt Spring Island. It is accessed from Mountain Road (off Isabella Point Road). There are
two popular routes up the mountain (see above marked in yellow and green). The trailheads are not marked well, so see GPS readings in that
section of this file.

Route A  This route starts approximately 30m higher than Route B and travels on an old logging road for the first half of the climb. Hence it
is a somewhat easier climb than the other route, though it does not have as many opportunities for expansive views. The entry to the trail
provides adequate parking for three or four vehicles. The first section climbs quickly over a stoney old road. At the switchback into the next
section of road there is a short trail to the left which goes to a navigational beacon on a bluff over Satellite Channel. (There are two of these
beacons. The second is on the other route up Mt. Tuam. It is a very rugged hike to go from one beacon to the other, though they are at roughly
the same altitude and less than a kilometre apart. The terrain is steep and the only trails to be found are deer trails over scree.) The next two
sections of the road are somewhat easier though constantly uphill. Shortly before the road switches back a final time and fades away, a
ribboned trail leads off to the left. The trail leads to a beautiful bluff with views to Finlayson Arm, North Saanich, Swartz Bay, Sidney and
nearby islands. On a clear day, Mt. Baker dominates the east horizon. From here the path climbs rapidly over rocky ground to a point about
150m below the summit. Here you break out of the firs and onto the meadows of the south face. At this point trails scatter over the meadows.
The views are wonderful  looking south to North Saanich, the Finlayson Arm, the Malahat, and Cowichan Bay. In the distance are the Olympic
mountains of Washington state. Wander the meadows at this level as long as you stay below UTM 5396700N as this is the line between public
and private land. The top of the mountain surrounding the radar facility is private property and this should be respected. Walk across the face
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to get a view to the west. Below is a large arbutis forest on the flanks of Mt. Tuam and Mt. Bruce. The 180 degree views reach from Mt. Baker
in the east to Cowichan Bay and interior mountains on Vancouver Island in the west. Keep an eye out for the flock of feral sheep.
Route B  This route starts less than a kilometre further down Mountain Road and is marked by a rock cairn beside the road. Parking is a bit
more difficult here. Park where the road is a bit wider and pull off as far as you can. The trail travels up a gully following a power line at times
and then climbs to a ridge which leads on to a navigational beacon. (See note above about the two beacons in this area.) From the beacon the
route moves diagonally westward up the slope over meadows with periodic stands of Gary Oaks. The views are stunning and rests are
necessary and enjoyable. There are no route markings so make use of the GPS readings below to work your way to the upper reaches of the
face. The public land ends about 150m below the summit  stay below UTM 5396700N as this is the line between public and private land. The
top of the mountain surrounding the radar facility is private property and this should be respected. Walk across the face to get a view to the
west. Below is a large arbutis forest on the flanks of Mt. Tuam and Mt. Bruce. The 180 degree views reach from Mt. Baker in the east to
Cowichan Bay and the interior mountains on Vancouver Island in the west. Keep an eye out for the flock of feral sheep.

GPS readings:
Route A  1  Trailhead and Parking area  UTM 0465624E 5396381N
2  Junction to east Beacon 
0465186E 5396257N
3  Clearing and next switchback 
0465461E 5396600N
4  Turn off road onto trail 
0465140E 5396621N
5  Viewpoint on trail 
0465861E 5396382N
6  On trail above viewpoint 
0464766E 5396417N
7  Bluff on trail near meadows 
0464655E 5396478N
8  Large double fir in meadow 
0464504E 5396512N
9  Upper boundary of public land 
5396700N
Route B  1  Trailhead 
0465069E 5395844N
West Beacon 
0464548E 5396034N
Upper boundary of public land 
5396700N
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